Scion xb engine cover

The Scion xB is a compact car subcompact car in its first generation made by Toyota for the
United States market and sold under their youth-oriented Scion brand. It is a box-shaped,
5-door hatchback. The first-generation xB was a lightly modified and rebadged version of the
Japanese-market subcompact Toyota bB. The xB was one of two models in the lineup of
Toyota's US-exclusive Scion division present at the brand's launch, the other being the xA ,
based on the Toyota ist. Only the first-generation models for both the xB and bB are related.
Second-generation models are based upon different platforms. To create the first-generation
xB, the bB was modified from right- to left-hand drive , the front passenger area was also
changed significantly with the bB's front bench seat replaced with bucket seats and the
column-mounted shifter changed to a floor-mounted shifter. The available drivetrains also
differed. The bB was available with either the 1. All-wheel drive was not offered on the xB. The
Toyota bB was equipped with a compact spare tire under the floor of the luggage area. On the
Scion xB, a compact spare tire was stored under the left side of a raised rear cargo floor. Since
the spare tire raised the cargo floor by several inches, a storage bin was added to the right of
the spare tire to reclaim some of the lost storage space. A jack was stored under the driver's
seat of the xB. The bB went on sale in February , whereas the xB went on sale in June for the
model year. Sales of the first-generation bB ended in December , whereas the first-generation
xB ended sales in June The 5-door hatchback included a 2. The vehicle was unveiled at the New
York Auto Show. These came with limited-edition paint colors, matching seat colors, and
special modifications such as DVD players, custom tail lights, special wheels or wheel covers,
and other accessories, to make the RS different from the others. All Scion RS' receive special
badges indicating the serial number. Limited Edition vehicles were, from a marketing
standpoint, used to create a buzz for the brand name, with their exterior colors tending toward
loud or bright hues i. Preordering is available at each dealership on a first-come, first-served
basis. Resale values of Release Series vehicles command a premium because of their packaged
options and scarcity. The xB Release Series 1. This RS edition came with color keyed side
mirror overlays with LED turn signals, rear spoiler, tunable stainless steel sport muffler, and a
metal mesh grille. The RS 2. Each of the 2, vehicles have their own numbered badging. The RS
3. The first generation received a "Good" overall score in the frontal offset test, all measured
categories in this test were also rated "Good". The xB was given a "Poor" overall score in the
side impact test. The xB model year â€” did not offer side airbags but includes them for model
year â€”present. The second-generation Scion xB is styled as a 5-door hatchback of the t2B
concept. Toyota unveiled the production xB at the Chicago Auto Show. The new xB was less
boxy in shape and larger than its predecessor. The model year xB is 2. The first-generation
Scion xB was very similar to its original bB inspiration, but the second-generation xB was
based on American buyers' "wants" relative to the first-generation, combined with the new
styling of the bB. The sales of the Scion xB plummeted after the switch from the boxy
first-generation to the larger rectangular second-generation. Due to the Japanese earthquake ,
production was suspended from 14 March to 18 April , affecting several Toyota vehicles,
including the Scion xB and Scion xD. The second-generation xB is equipped with a 2. A choice
of three new head units is available on all Scions. All sound systems feature six speakers and
standard iPod connectivity. The base unit can also be set to any of three Scion model presets
xB, xD, or tC and includes an "Automatic Sound Levelizer" feature that automatically increases
the volume as the vehicle speed and ambient noise increases. The Premium head unit features
a small LCD that can display pictures and movies downloaded from Pioneer's website in
addition to the features on the base unit. A navigation system is also available. In , for the model
year, a new radio with bluetooth became standard. All xBs come standard with four-wheel
anti-lock brakes , brake assist , electronic brakeforce distribution , Vehicle Stability Control
driver and front passenger dual stage airbags, front seat-mounted side torso airbags , front and
rear side curtain airbags , and a first-aid kit. In , the xB was chosen by cars. It received an
overall "Good" score in the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety frontal offset crash test, and
another "Good" overall score in the side impact crash test, with all nine measured categories
also rated "Good". It is a Ridemakerz model based on the second-generation Scion xB. A
differently styled version for the Australian market, with the 2. Scion announced in March that
the model, on sale late March , is being given a refresh. Two new colors are available, and there
are minor changes to the exterior body, including a revised front and rear bumper, new front
grille, and new headlights and tail lights. The interior changes include a revised gauge cluster,
center console and new driver and front passenger seats with new materials. For the model
year, Scion made a few enhancements including remodeled front and rear bumpers and a few
interior upgrades including the optional BeSpoke radio. Stingray Metallic and Elusive Blue
Metallic colors were dropped Stingray Metallic was a very expensive color and Toyota no longer
offers it on any model. Sales for the model began in December No major changes for this model

year. All models now come with a standard Scion 6. AC Propulsion has produced an electric
version of the first-generation xB called the eBox. This group of car buyers is extremely
important to manufacturers due to their large numbers 78 million and their differing perceptions
and demands of the vehicles they drive. Despite the Scion xB's target market, the average age
of an xB buyer is Although Toyota expected the xA to sell better than the xB, the reverse proved
to be true, with the xB outselling its sibling 2 to 1. In , Great Wall Motor of China released the
Coolbear , which is a copy of the first-generation xB, but with a different front end. From
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